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WHY JOIN BRAND USA’S
MULTI-CHANNEL CAMPAIGN?
 Brand USA’s year-round marketing

reaches a qualified audience
interested in visiting the USA

 Multi-Channel campaigns launch per

market when consumers are most
likely to book U.S. travel

 Brand USA offers a results-driven,

Brand USA continues to produce best-in-class programs designed to
inspire, engage and ultimately drive international visitors to visit U.S.
destinations. The multi-channel program is continually evolving to
produce more impactful campaigns with an emphasis on engagement
and activation to drive measurable results.

FY18 RESULTS OVERVIEW

Proven channels inspiring travelers around the world*

multi-funnel approach, giving
outstanding value to partners

 Flexible CTA approach allows

partners to customize their strategy
with distribution through proven
media channels at a fraction of
the cost

 Partners featured on Brand USA’s

Expedia landing page that links
to relevant hotels and flights
benefit from 8.5M+ Expedia media
impressions

 Pair with other Brand USA programs

for additional value and deeper
engagement, such as:

1.26M

Total clicks,
likes, shares

2.24M
Total clicks

$86M

Total bookings, post-view
and post-click**

•A
 dd a storytelling video for deeper
engagement
•L
 ayer affinity media partner
programs synched to campaigns
to drive bookings

* Overview results include aggregate results for all Fiscal Year 2018 Multi-Channel programs with the exception of Mexico and China.
** Total gross revenue booked across Expedia Group brands after viewing or clicking on a Multi-Channel banner ad; 30-day look back window.
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MULTI-CHANNEL PROGRAM
The Brand USA Multi-Channel Program
provides an extraordinary opportunity to
take advantage of the top media channels
that international consumers use most.
Each Multi-Channel Program campaign
guides travelers from inspiration to
booking using customized calls to action,
generating real, measurable results.
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MEDIA STRATEGY

Brand USA utilizes proven channels to reach travelers in all phases
of the travel planning cycle.

This program is
unique in its multichannel approach
to promoting the
preferred activities
and destinations
of travelers in key
international target
markets. In addition,
program content
showcases the USA’s
offerings beyond its
gateway cities,
creating a deeper
level of awareness.

GOOGLE DISPLAY NETWORK

Targeted Engagement & Traffic Generation

PRINT MAGAZINES & EBOOKS

INTERSTITIAL ADVERTISING

Content-Rich Visit The USA Magazine

NEW Mobile Takeover Units

These market-specific products showcase partner
content in beautifully designed travel magazines
that are distributed through each international
market’s leading newspapers and magazines, as
well as online through VisitTheUSA.com.

NEW in 2018-2019, several of Brand USA’s MultiChannel Programs will feature a mobile takeover
program in partnership with AdTheorent. KPIs will
include rich media in-ad content engagement,
and estimated impressions, dependent on partner
participation level.

9:30 AM

VISIT THE USA

Partners can take advantage of the huge reach of the Google
Display Network by participating in Brand USA’s MultiChannel Program. Dedicated Google Display Network ads for
each partner drive potential visitors directly to your content
on VisitTheUSA.com or to your localized website. In addition,
you’ll reach more qualified consumers with GDN’s Travel
Affinity Model.
Leveraging
Google’s Affinity
audience
targeting, your
ads will reach
international
consumers with
a propensity for
travel.

For More Info Visit:
TheBrandUSA.com/
partners/programs

FACEBOOK
CAROUSEL UNITS

Stories Made for Sharing

EXPEDIA

Proven Activation, Measurable Results
To allow travel inspiration to turn into activation,
the Multi-Channel Program components encourage
consumers to book directly through Expedia’s
Visit The USA landing page. At the completion
of the program, partners receive reporting with
total number of clicks and impressions. Partners
also learn how many new room nights are booked
through Expedia as a direct result of the program.

Benefit from Brand
USA’s strategic
partnership with
Facebook and this
social channel’s
growing popularity.
Align your message
with Brand USA’s
consumer campaign
on Facebook,
using photo-based
carousel ad units,
which are a new
way to tell your
story and maximize
your results.

LOCALIZED MEDIA

Contextualized Campaigns per Market
9:30 AM

Brand USA’s Multi-Channel Program continues to
evolve with the speed of the industry to integrate the
most impactful strategies and relevant channel for
each international market. Campaigns for Canada,
China, India, and Mexico feature market specific media
components to enhance reach and results for partners
who participate. For more information and campaign
specific details, visit the Brand USA programs site.
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